
Vale of York Academy PE Kit 
 

Any valuables can be handed in to the PE staff at the start of each lesson. No jewellery should be 
worn and long hair must be tied back.  
 
If a student forgets their PE kit they must borrow one from the PE department. The PE department 
has specifically purchased additional PE uniform which is washed each time it has been worn. 
If a student refuses to wear this additional PE uniform then they will be sanctioned and then 
removed from the lesson.  
 
Students who can’t partake in PE due to injury or significant illness must have a dated note from the 
parent to excuse them. However they must still bring their PE kit to get changed in to and will be 
expected to help with the lesson in other roles. If a student doesn’t bring their kit they will need to 
borrow the additional PE uniform, if they refuse then they will be removed from the lesson and 
sanctioned.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PE kit (Unisex) 
VOY Academy t-shirt with logo – Compulsory 
*Standard VOY kit and NEW kit allowed* 
VOY ¼ zip top or New Jumper – Optional 
*Standard VOY kit and NEW kit allowed* 
VOY shorts or Plain black unisex shorts 
*Knee length shorts, no cycling or crop shorts *         
VOY base layer leggings - Optional 
*NO other variation of leggings allowed * 
VOY training pants or plain black joggers / 
training pants – Optional  
VOY Skort (while stocks last) 
Plain black or white socks 
Trainers - rubber sole (non marking) 
 

Additional recommended items 

Football and/or Rugby boots                         
Shin pads/gum shield 

Standard PE T-shirts 

NEW PE T-shirt 

Standard PE 

Jumper 
Skorts permitted 

Training pants 

VOY leggings 

ONLY 

Plain black shorts 

NEW PE Jumper 

All items of uniform 
and kit should be 
marked with the name 
of the owner.  The 
Academy cannot take 
responsibility for any 
lost items. 
 



 


